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Abstract. In this paper, the spectral properties of temporal double pulses centred at the same central wavelength
and two different central wavelengths are numerically presented based on hydrogenated amorphous silicon core
optical fibre. In order to characterise the output spectra of double pulses, the group velocity dispersion and various
nonlinear processes including self-phase modulation, cross-phase modulation, two-photon absorption, free carrier
absorption and free carrier dispersion are considered in the theoretical model. Numerical results show that, under
fixed fibre length condition, the widths of the outcome spectra are strongly dependent on the delay times, peak
powers and initial chirps of input double pulses, i.e. widths of the output spectra are proportional to the launched
peak powers, and the delay times control the separation between two pulses, resulting in the spectral change within
a proper delay time, and the spectral widths are compressed or extended by judiciously adjusting the initial chirps
imposed on the input pulses.
Keywords. Nonlinear optics; hydrogenated amorphous silicon; optical fibre; nonlinear processes; optical
spectrum.
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1. Introduction
Over the last decade, optoelectronic integration
technology has been significantly promoted owing to
the progress of silicon photonics. As a result, a variety
of silicon-based devices such as resonators [1], grating
[2], optical fibre [3] and Mach–Zehnder interferometer [4] emerge for performing a number of optical
functions [5–9]. In reality, one can see that the conventional crystal silicon (C-Si)-based optical elements have
been often proposed and selected [10–12]. However,
the C-Si material has a band-gap energy of ∼1.12 eV,
in which the strong two-photon absorption (TPA) and
free carrier-related effects in the telecommunication
wavelength region often deteriorate the performances
of C-Si-based devices. In order to reduce the influence
of nonlinear absorptions on transmission signals, some
new techniques and improved silicon materials have
been proposed and demonstrated [13–17], in which the
hydrogenated amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) is presented
as a very promising material because of its attractive
optical properties such as low fabrication cost, high

nonlinear Kerr coefficient, simple and flexible fabrication process, as well as large band-gap energy
(E g ∼1.7 eV) [18]. These prominent characteristics are
very useful for remarkably improving the performance
of silicon-based optoelectronic set-ups, compared to the
case of C-Si material. Here, it should be pointed out
that although ∼1.7 eV band-gap energy is observed in
a-Si:H material, the measured TPA parameter is still
comparable with that of C-Si at 1.5 μm wavelength
based on reported results [19]. The phenomenon should
be attributed to the various fabrication techniques. The
nonlinear figure of merit is significantly increased owing
to the enhanced Kerr effect in a-Si:H material, and
the TPA process can be ignored at a longer operation wavelength. Therefore, a-Si:H material is used in
wavelength conversion [20], supercontinuum generation [21], optical switching [22], optical modulation [23]
and thin-film transistor [24] because of its favourable
nonlinear behaviours. The nonlinear optical behaviours
of transmission pulses in a-Si:H material should still be
explored and further studied so that it can play more
important roles in different photonic functions. Here,
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it is a very significant subject to characterise the optical spectrum caused by nonlinear processes in a-Si:H
core optical fibre due to the potential application such
as spectral broadening. In reality, the spectral changes
in high nonlinear materials have been extensively studied in previous reports [25–29]. Therefore, in order
to better take on the nonlinear phenomena in a-Si:H
fibre, the properties of the output spectra for double
pulses are numerically presented and discussed in this
work. By selecting various parameters such as initial
power, delay time, fibre length and initial chirp, some
interesting behaviours in the generated spectra are discussed. Through this research, the a-Si:H optical fibrebased device will be further extended into more optical
technologies.

2. Theory
In a-Si:H core optical fibre, a system of nonlinear
coupled differential equations are adopted to describe
the features of optical fields along the fibre transmission line, in which both amplitude of the signal and free
carrier density are strongly dependent on the temporal
widths, peak levels of launched signals as well as fibre
length. While double pulses (A pulse and B pulse) that
have identical characteristics such as same central wavelength, peak power, width, phase and transverse electric
(TE) polarisation state are selected in this case, resulting
in the absence of cross-phase modulation (XPM) effect,
the corresponding coupled equations are simply written
as [19]
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Here, U is the envelopment of each input pulse, z
is the transmission distance, β2 is the group velocity
dispersion, n 2 is the Kerr nonlinearity, λ is the central wavelength of the input pulse, Aeff is the effective
area of the fundamental mode, βTPA is the parameter of TPA and α denotes the linear loss of the fibre.
The last two terms of eq. (1) are the free carrier
contributions, in which σ0 is the free carrier absorption
(FCA), μ is the dimensionless free carrier dispersion
(FCD) parameter and N is the free carrier density. T
is the transmission time, τ is the carrier lifetime, h is

the Plank constant and v is the central frequency of the
propagation pulse.
While double pulses are located at different central
wavelengths, the nonlinear coupled propagation equations are described by [20]
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Here, subscript A and B denote A pulse and B pulse,
respectively. Nonlinear parameter γ is defined as γ =
2π n 2 /(λ · Aeff ) + iβTPA /(2 Aeff ) and σ = σ0 (1 + iμ)N .
In the calculation, the values of all parameters are as
follows [17,18]: Double pulses with the same central wavelength, λA = λB = 1550 nm, and βTPA =
0.8 cm/GW. Double pulses with different central wavelengths, λA = 1550 nm, λB = 1500 nm, n 2 = 1.5 ×
10−13 cm2 /W, βTPA,BB = 0.8 cm/GW, βTPA,AA =
βTPA,AB = βTPA,BA = 0.5 cm/GW, τ = 87 ns, α =
3 dB/cm. The sech-shaped pulse is selected as the input
pulse with amplitude of U (0, T ) = sech(T /T0 )exp
[−iC/2(T /T0 )2 ], in which T0 = 0.8 ps is the halfwidth at 1/e intensity point and C is the initial chirp
parameter. Here, the group velocity dispersion β2 is
∼1 ps2 /m, and the corresponding dispersion length is
L D = (T0 )2 /|β2 |∼64 cm. In reality, the adopted fibre
length in this discussion is much less than the dispersion
length so that the dispersion effect on the properties of
the output pulse can be completely ignored. In addition,
the group mismatch between two pulses is also not considered because the selected fibre length, 6 mm, is very
short, in this simulation.
3. Results and discussion
In the case of double pulses with the same central
wavelength of 1550 nm, the evolution and width of
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the generated spectrum at the end of the 6 mm long
a-Si:H optical fibre are plotted in figure 1 as a function of the delay time. The peak power for each pulse is
equal to 50 dBm. The delay time of the double pulses
ranges from −4 to 4 ps; the negative (positive) delay
denotes B pulse before (after) A pulse. As the delay
time is located between ∼−2 and ∼2 ps, the input power
is remarkably increased because of the temporal overlap of double pulses resulting in optical interference.
As a result, the increased input power gives rise to the
broader spectrum shown in figure 1a; the maximum
spectral width is achieved in the case of zero delays.
Additionally, figure 1b clearly shows the spectral width
at −30 dB level from the peak against the delay time.
According to the simulation and previous reports [30],
one can know that both SPM and FCD can broaden the
spectrum, but TPA and FCA will shorten the width of
the spectrum. Therefore, the spectrum change should be
attributed to the combination of contributions from various nonlinear processes including SPM, TPA, FCA as
well as FCD whose strengths are directly proportional
to the peak power of the propagation pulse. In order
to better estimate the influence of free carrier generated by TPA on the spectrum, the average free carrier
density calculated along the transmission fibre is clearly
exhibited with respect to the delay time in figure 1c, in
which the carrier density reaches the maximum level
at the 0 delay time. Here, it should be pointed out that

(a)

11

the free carrier density is proportional to the enhanced
peak power that is the result of constructive interference,
under the overlapping of two pulses in the time-domain
condition. In reality, as the absolute delay time reduces,
the double pulses gradually evolve into a single pulse
with two peaks or one peak in the time domain. However, the corresponding behaviours are not displayed in
this study. In addition, in order to observe the influence
of initial peak power on the generated spectrum, the corresponding spectral evolution and width with respect to
the peak power of each input pulse are illustrated in figures 2a and 2b, respectively. Here, the initial delay time
of the double pulses is fixed at −0.4 ps, and other calculation parameters are identical to those in figure 1.
With the increase of input power, the output spectrum
illustrated in figure 2a is drastically broadened owing to
the enhanced strengths of SPM and FCD in the fibre.
The direct result is that the spectral width at −30 dB
is extended from ∼12 to ∼80 nm as the input power
increases from 40 to 64 dBm, as plotted in figure 2b.
Compared to the case of the unchirped input pulse,
the properties of the outcome spectrum are significantly
changed by attaching an initial linear chirp, C, on
the input pulse, as shown in figures 3a and 3b. The
initial linear chirp ranges from −4 to 4, in which the
negative chirp denotes the decreasing frequency with
increasing time T . So the opposite feature is used to
describe the case of positive chirp. As can be seen
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Figure 1. (a) Evolution, (b) width of the output spectrum and (c) free carrier density with respect to the delay time.
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Figure 2. In the case of −0.4 ps delay time, (a) spectral evolution and (b) spectral width, at the end of the 6 mm long optical
fibre, via initial peak power.
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Figure 3. In the case of 60 dBm peak power and −0.4 ps delay time, (a) spectral evolution and (b) spectral width of the
output signal, at the end of the 6 mm long fibre, as a function of initial chirp.

in this plot, the spectrum width is compressed to a
minimum value, ∼51 nm, when −1<C<0 because the
initial linear chirp slightly counteracts the nonlinear
process-induced nonlinear frequency chirp. However,
as the initial chirp is adjusting to the case of  −1, the
increased initial chirp attached to the nonlinear chirp
leads to the fast broadening of outcome spectrum, i.e. the
broadened spectrum is extended to ∼70 nm for −4 initial chirp. In contrast, while the initial chirp is changed
to positive sign, the combination effects of linear initial chirp and nonlinear chirp also cause the spectrum
broadening, namely, the spectral width of ∼52 nm for
free chirp case is quickly broadened to ∼80 nm at
C = 4. One can conclude that sufficiently high chirp, C,
can broaden the optical spectrum of propagation pulse
associating with the nonlinear chirp produced by all
nonlinear processes. In addition, it is known that the
central part of the nonlinear frequency chirp induced by
nonlinear processes is the linearly positive chirp whose
sign is identical to that of the initial positive chirp. As a
result, the influence of positive chirp, C, on the outcome
spectrum is much stronger than the case of negative initial chirp. For instance, the spectral width at C = 4 is
broader than that at C = −4, as shown in figure 3b.

In the cases of 60 dBm input peak, 6 mm long fibre
and C = 0, while double pulses are centred at different
wavelengths, i.e. λA = 1550 nm and λB = 1500 nm,
the spectral evolution, spectral width and average free
carrier density as a function of delay time are plotted
in figures 4a–4d, respectively. Here, the nonlinear XPM
between two pulses must be considered under the temporal overlap of the double pulse condition. The direct
result is to give rise to the spectrum broadening owing to
the strong XPM effect, as shown in figure 4, in which the
spectral widths at −30 dB from the spectral peak of A
pulse and B pulse are noticeably broadened in the range
of −1 to 1 ps delay time. Their maximum spectral widths
are up to 70 and 60 nm, respectively. Here, although the
optical properties such as power and width of the initial
A pulse are the same as those in B pulse, their spectral
widths generally are different under a fixed delay time
condition. The physical mechanism of the behaviour
originates from the case in which the parameters such
as TPA and wavelength have a slight difference, and
the influences of various nonlinear processes on the two
propagating pulses are different. While two pulses in the
time domain are fully separated by increasing the absolute delay time, the XPM effect vanishes, and then, the
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Figure 4. Spectral evolution for (a) A pulse, (b) B pulse, (c) spectral width and (d) free carrier density against the initial
delay time.
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free carrier produced by TPA in the first pulse affects the
evolution of the second pulse because of long free carrier
lifetime (∼87 ns). So, in most cases, they exhibit different spectrum properties at a fixed delay time. Of course,
the delay time between two pulses strongly affects the
average free carrier density, as can be seen in figure 4d.
By observing the free carrier density via the delay time,
it is easier to analyse the influence of free carrier-related
effects on the outcome spectrum. Through this plot, one
can see that the free carrier density is remarkably larger
near the 0 delay time compared to other cases. This is
because the free carrier density is directly proportional
to the energy density that is enhanced by decreasing the
absolute delay time.
Figure 5 plots the spectral width as a function of the
initial peak, ranging from 40 to 65 dBm, for unchirped
double pulses with 0, −1.6 and −4 ps delay times,
respectively. Under a fixed input peak condition, the
spectral width at 0 delay time is remarkably broader
than those for −1.6 and −4 ps delay times because of
the influence of strong XPM process that significantly
extends the spectral width. As the delay time is set at
−1.6 and −4 ps, respectively, double pulses are completely separated in the temporal domain, leading to the
absence of XPM. In the case of 0 delay time, the spectral width of the A pulse is slightly broader than that
of the B pulse because double pulses have slight differences for central wavelengths and TPA parameters.
However, in the cases of −1.6 and −4 ps delays, the B
pulse has broader spectral width compared to that of the
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Figure 5. At the end of the 6 mm long fibre, spectral width
against the initial peak at various delay times (A pulse with
closed shapes and B pulse with open shapes).

A pulse as the initial peak is increased to sufficiently
high level, e.g. over 60 dBm. The behaviour should be
attributed to the case, i.e. the free carrier generated by the
B pulse produces a strong influence on the following A
pulse.
The impact of initially linear chirp on the spectral
width is illustrated in figure 6 with a delay time of 0,
−1.6 and −4 ps, respectively. From this figure, it can be
seen that, as the linear chirp is varied from −6 to 6, the
spectral width is first shortened, and then extended. This
is because linearly negative chirp partly counteracts the
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order to achieve broader spectral width, both high input
power and short delay time should be adopted in the
case of a determined initial chirp. In short, the width of
the generated spectrum can be adjusted by judiciously
selecting the input power, initial chirp and delay time.
The results achieved in this work are useful in a-Si:Hbased optoelectronic devices, e.g. spectral broadening,
optical modulation and optical switching.
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Figure 6. At the end of the 6 mm long fibre, spectral width
against the initial chirp at 60 dBm peak and various delay
times (A pulse with closed shapes and B pulse with open
shapes).

positive chirp in the central position of the pulse caused
by the nonlinear processes. However, owing to the combined effects of sufficiently high chirp parameter, |C|,
and nonlinear frequency chirp, the generated spectral
width is significantly broadened. In addition, because
of the absence of XPM in the cases of −1.6 and −4 ps
delay times, and the influence of free carrier generated
by the B pulse on the A pulse, the spectral width for the A
pulse can be narrower than that of the B pulse by selecting a proper initial chirp, e.g. C = 2, 4. . ., as shown
in figure 6. Therefore, by adjusting the initially linear
chirp imposed on input double pulses centred at different wavelengths, the spectral widths can be remarkably
compressed or extended under a determined input power
level condition.

4. Conclusions
At the end of a 6 mm long a-Si:H core optical fibre,
spectral characteristics, especially for spectral width,
of the double pulses centred at the same wavelength
and different wavelengths are displayed in this work.
While double pulses are simultaneously centred at 1550
nm wavelength, the XPM effect is ignored in the theoretical model. Contrarily, the nonlinear XPM process
is included to calculate the outcome spectrum when
launched double pulses are, respectively, centred at 1550
and 1500 nm under the energy overlap in time domain
condition. Initial peak power, the delay time between
two pulses, as well as initially linear chirp imposed
on the input pulses have remarkable influence on the
generated spectrum whose features are attributed to
the combined contributions of various nonlinear processes including SPM, XPM, TPA, FCA and FCD. In
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